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A high powered female portfolio manager from New York
discovers her own psychic powers and the depths of her
courage when she battles a billionaire with an obsession for
the paranormal before he murders everyone standing between
him and his plans to create the perfect heir.
Carrie Phillips, a portfolio manager in New York, receives a call
from her friend Roxanne Brasher, a British heiress living on the
island of St. Lucia. Roxanne thinks someone is trying to kidnap
her. She is too scared to speak on the phone and begs Carrie to
visit her as soon as possible. Carries wonders if Roxanne’s much
younger, Rastafarian second husband named Jahfire is behind the
plot. Or perhaps her brutal ex-husband, Julian, who runs an
unscrupulous international security firm, is the culprit. Carrie
agrees to help and the next day flies to St. Lucia to learn more
about Roxanne’s situation.
As the girls follow the money trail, they discover that Roxanne’s
Benefactor has a deep and insidious interest in both of their fates.
The Benefactor offers a tempting deal, but the price must be paid
in blood. His need for control knows no bounds, and only their
courage and deep bond can keep them from succumbing to his
sinister plans. When Roxanne goes missing, Carrie must prevail
against the Benefactor’s stupendous wealth and paranormal
powers—or pay the ultimate price.

“You know. In the end, there is only the blood. Nothing beyond blood.
Blood tells all.”

1. In the novel, the theme of Trust is discussed both technically, e.g.,
Roxanne, Victor and Amy are trust beneficiaries, and in the
characters’ behavior, e.g., Lydia and Daniel want Carrie to trust that
the Benefactor has the best interests of the heirs in mind. How does
the theme of trust wind its way through the novel?
2. The novel looks at the theme of racism from several perspectives.
How does racism affect the lives of the characters? What is their
response?
3. One aspect of racism that the novel explores is the theme of
interracial relationships. Some of the characters are fine with this
type of relationship, and others are violently opposed. How does the
interracial aspect of the relationship effect Daniel and Carrie?
Roxanne and Jahfire? What is the author trying to explore with this
theme?
4. Carrie is an emotionally closed character at the beginning of the
book. How is her character developed? What events lead to an
opening of her heart?
5. The theme of blood is developed throughout the novel. What does
blood symbolize to Jahfire? To the Benefactor? To McGregor?
What is the author trying to point out with this theme?
6. What does the Benefactor mean by what is “beyond our blood”
(page 308)? How does Carrie react to these revelations and why?
7. How is the relationship of Victor and the Benefactor developed?
8. Location plays an important role in this story. What elements do the
various locations emphasize in the story?
9. The Benefactor has a specific goal in mind. How has he tried to
develop this goal? What is the author’s attitude toward this goal?
How do the other characters view it? What are the strengths and
weaknesses of the Benefactor?
10. At the end of the story, Carrie has a life or death choice to make.
Does she make the right decision?

11. In the novel, the Benefactor is bent on using money to
control his children. What does the author think of this
strategy? What has the effect of this control been on the
children? Has it been as he intended? How is his perception of
the advantages he has given his children different from their
own perception of these advantages? What does the author
think is the effect of giving large sums of money to young
people?

Carol is pleased to be publishing her first novel, Beyond Blood,
written over a five-year period while she traveled the globe
lecturing to wealthy families, and drawing on her extensive
experience in the wealth management arena. Carol Pepper is
Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Pepper International
LLC, a multi-family office located in New York City. Carol is a
member of the Forbes.com Intelligent Investor Team and
comments regularly on the markets on www.forbes.com.
In 2008, Pepper International LLC was awarded the Growth Leadership Award
by the Family Wealth Alliance (www.fwalliance.com). Carol was named a 2007
Rising Star in Wealth Management by Institutional Investor News.
With over 25 years of experience in wealth management, Carol acts as an
advisor to families of wealth and oversees the investment management, estate
and tax planning, philanthropy and concierge needs of her clients. Carol also
acts as a consultant to global families who would like to create their own
operations, and has built family offices in the Middle East, Latin America,
Europe and the United States. Carol lectures frequently around the world on
issues of interest to the family office industry. Past and current speaking
engagement agendas are posted on the company website,
www.pepperinternational.com.
Prior to forming Pepper International in 2001, Carol had extensive experience as
a private banker at JP Morgan Private Bank, Citibank Private Bank and Credit
Suisse Private Bank. She managed over $1 billion of private client assets as a
Senior Relationship Manager and Portfolio Manager at Rockefeller & Co., the
multi-family office formed by the Rockefeller family. As a principal at Morgan
Stanley, she was instrumental in creating a web-based virtual family office
prototype.
Carol graduated cum laude from Bryn Mawr College in 1984 with a BA in
philosophy and a minor in Russian language. She obtained an MBA in
entrepreneurial studies from Columbia University Business School in 1989. She
has been an active volunteer with non-profit organizations, including the
International Museum of Women and Bryn Mawr College.

Beyond Blood is your first novel. What inspired you to start writing?
I have always wanted to write a novel, since childhood. I wrote
numerous short stories and poems from the age of seven. I was very
lucky to attend the public schools in Sudbury, Massachusetts, which
were an outpost of 60s experimental liberalism and full of highly
dedicated teachers. I remember a very serious conversation with my
English teacher, Mr. Pulchalsky, at Lincoln-Sudbury High School in
Massachusetts, asking him whether or not I had any writing talent. I
remember so clearly how anxious I was for his opinion—it was life or
death to me. He was very kind and told me that the story I had written
had real possibility. Coming from this highly revered but very tough
teacher, this was strong praise. I was relieved and determined to be a
writer. I am still deeply grateful for his encouraging words—I think if
he had been negative at that point, I might have given up altogether.
Teachers should realize how very important their influence on students
can be! I also decided at that point that I needed more life experience in
order to have something worth writing. I never realized how long it
would take me to get back to my first love of writing.
I went to Bryn Mawr College in 1980, and studied Philosophy—I fell in
love with the professors at Haverford College. I also studied Russian at
Bryn Mawr, with the goal of learning to read Pasternak and Dostoyevsky
in the original—which I did by my senior year. Sadly, my Russian
fluency is now gone since I never used it after college. I was very lucky
to attend Bryn Mawr on scholarship, but that meant when I graduated in
1984, I had to find a high-paying job quickly. I headed to Wall Street,
got an MBA from Columbia University and really didn’t think about
creative writing again until 2000—I was just too busy with my career.
However, I certainly gained a great deal of life experience during that
period—I worked with millionaire and billionaire families all over the
world and collected many interesting stories that fired my imagination.

By the time I was ready to start writing in 2000, I was completely out of
practice, so I started taking writing classes in New York City. We are a
writing town, and I was very lucky to have some fantastic teachers. I
was especially inspired by Tom Adcock, who was a published mystery
writer and took us through the hero’s journey for writing. I am a
traditionalist and still believe that most stories need the basic elements
of this journey, as outlined by Joseph Campbell, to be satisfying. At
that time I also tried to find a writing group. I attended several and
found them to be very intimidating, overly critical and competitive—I
do live in New York City, after all. However, I was very fortunate to be
asked to join a writer’s group that was fantastic. The group had been in
existence since 1962 and had a very supportive and disciplined formula
that had produced many published authors. The other members of the
group were older than me and had no big ego involvement—all were
working on different genres, and all took writing very seriously. We
met once a month. Due to my extensive travel schedule, I could not
attend all of the time, but was always welcomed back. The best advice I
got was: keep going! Finish a first draft, and then worry about
editing.
What inspired you to come up with Beyond Blood?
Throughout my career as a private banker, money manager and now
head of a multi-family office, I was always involved with extremely
wealthy people and their children. The issue of how much money to
give children, how to talk to children about being wealthy is always top
of mind for my clients. I had seen the effects of controlling children
with money, and the idea for the tale was born.
With your busy career, how did you find time to write a novel?
One of the reasons I started to take writing classes was because I
realized how obsessed I was with working and that I needed to get some
balance in my life. I missed the creative part of my brain that had been
so active as a child and I wanted to recover that part of myself.

I found it very hard at first not only to make time for writing, but also to
make the switch to being creating and thinking about characters—the
“switch” was very rusty! However, with practice, writing classes and the
support of the writing group, eventually my creative side opened up again.
I wrote on airplanes, traveling to business meetings, on weekends, and
sometimes late at night. Once I started my own business in 2001, it was
even more difficult to find the time. However, a very experienced writer in
my group suggested that I just get up earlier and do my writing first. That
was great advice—before I turned on email, I worked on the story while my
head was clear and refreshed from sleep. That really helped me get done. I
also took my laptop on vacation and wrote in resorts—another time when I
was able to get away from work to concentrate. It is hard to tear yourself
away from the day to day in order to write, but it can be done.
Are you a plotter or a non-plotter?
For the first three years, the book came to me almost like watching a movie.
I would see a scene and write it down. This was exciting but frustrating,
since I seemingly had very little conscious control over when the scenes
would appear. Near the end, I knew the characters very well and was able
to plot the ending. When I write the sequel, I intend to do more plotting,
which certainly speeds up the process. However, I wouldn’t trade the
initial inspiration, which was so much better than what my conscious brain
would have produced!
Do you have any advice for aspiring writers?
The best advice I can give aspiring writers is to write! Don’t wait until you
give yourself permission—just go for it. My writing got much better over
the years it took me to finish my book. Writing is definitely a craft that
requires practice. If you can’t find a good writers group, then create one!
Today it is very easy to reach out to others via Facebook, Craig’s List and
other online media, to find people in your area who would like to support
each other in achieving their writing goals. A group can really help hold
you accountable and help you to get your book finished.
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